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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND
Tendon injuries are one of the most common injuries of the hand and challenging problems in trauma surgery. They usually require surgical repair and unlike the single tendon injuries, flexor tendon injuries have higher morbidities when accompanied with nerve injuries. In the present study, I aimed to report the clinical experiences and outcomes about tendon injuries.

METHODS
A total of 180 patients (149 males, 31 females) between 17 and 56 years old were operated in the clinic due to tendon injury. Seventy isolated extensor tendon injuries, 60 isolated flexor tendon injuries, 30 multiple flexor tendon and major nerve injuries, 18 combined extensor and flexor tendon injuries, and 2 combined extensor, flexor and major nerve injuries were treated. All patients were admitted to the clinic in acute phase and operated immediately. Physiotherapy was started in the third day of the operation.

RESULTS
Patients were followed up between 6 and 18 months (mean 12.4 months). There was not any major complications except one female patient (0.5%) who did not conform to the treatment protocol after flexor tendon injury. Fifteen patients (8.5%) had poor flexor range of motion. The other patients were healed uneventfully.

CONCLUSION
Tendon healing may cause some complications from mild to severe degrees. However, atraumatic surgery and a comprehensive postoperative early physiotherapy could decrease these complication rates.
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INTRODUCTION
Hand is a social organ and in the center of the daily activities. Tendons are major structures of the hand that provide movement of the fingers. They are composed of approximately 90% to 95% of tenoblasts and tenocytes. They are covered with epitenon which contains vascular, nerve and lymphatic supply to the tendon and stabilized with pulley systems. Tendon injuries are the second...
position in hand injuries, but they play a key role in hand function and their injuries are still a challenge in hand surgery.3

New tendon repair techniques were commonly reported in the literature, but a few of them became standard practical methods, and overall outcomes have not changed dramatically yet.

Lister et al.4 reported a two-strand method with Kleinert type rehabilitation and had 75% good results in zone 2 flexor tendon injuries. Moreover, Sandow et al.5 showed 71% good to excellent functions in 73 tendon injuries with four-strand repair and early active motion.

Tendon healing and postoperative hand function are dependent on several factors such as wound healing capacity, smoking habit, drugs, and also tendon repair technique, suture material and repair geometry.6 Independently of patient’s factors, comparative studies have shown that Ethibond (Ethicon, Inc., Somerville, NJ, USA) is the strongest nonmetal suture.7 It was shown that multiple strand repairs provide 20 to 30 N of extra strength,8 asymmetrically repair is more effective than symmetrical ones,9 and finishing the repair with epitendinous sutures is safer than core suture alone.6 In this report, I aimed to share the clinical experiences about tendon repair and to discuss the surgical and rehabilitation methods in the light of the literature.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients operated for tendon injuries were collected retrospectively in the clinic and analyzed.

Patients who were not between 18 and 60 years old, had bone fractures or pulley rupture at the injury sites, had partial tendon injuries 1 and zone 1 extensor tendon injuries, and had secondary illnesses such as diabetes mellitus were not included in to the present study.

In the clinic, a two-strand asymmetrical modified Kessler repair was favored (Figure 1). I advocate approximately 7 mm bite from the tendon ends based of the findings of Kim et al.10 I used 4/0 propylene in tendons which were equal to or thinner than 4 mm, and 3/0 propylene which were thicker than 4 mm ones. I performed 6/0 propylene for asymmetrical epitendinous sutures to stabilize the repair zone (Figures 2-4).

Both extensor and flexor tendons were operated with modified Kessler technique and Z plasties were added to the annular pulleys if it was necessary. Flexor (Kleinert) and extensor (15 degree extension of the wrist and full extension of the metacarpophalangeal and interphalangeal joints) splints were prepared for each kind of injury. I offered resting splint in the combination of both flexor and extensor tendon injuries.

Physiotherapy was started in the third day of the operation in the injuries of both type of tendons. In flexor tendon injuries, early passive flexion and extension were started. At the day of 10, I offered active flexion and extension under the guidance of a physiotherapist. Wrist and metacarpophalangeal extension were added to this regimen at the day of 15. If tendon injury included major nerve injury, I delayed active wrist extension at the day of 20. However, I advocated to start nerve stimulation program.

![Fig. 1. Shematic description of the asymmetrical modified Kessler repair technique.](image)
by a physiotherapist at the 3rd day. If patient was conscious, these processes were taken 3 to 5 days forward. Splint was taken at the end of the first month. In extensor tendon injuries, early passive extension was started at the 3rd day and replaced with active extension at the day of 7. Interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal joint flexions were offered at the 20th day. At the end of one month splint was taken from the patient.

Normal range of motions were assigned from contralateral extremity. Lower than 50% of normal range of motion was detected as poor result. Improvement in range of motion equal to or over 50% was detected as good, and 90 to 100% as excellent result.

RESULTS

A total of 180 patients aged between 17 and 56 years old were collected retrospectively. From
all patients, 149 were male and 31 were female. Seventy isolated extensor tendon injuries, 60 isolated flexor tendon injuries, 30 multiple flexor tendon and major nerve injuries, 18 combined extensor and flexor tendon injuries, and 2 combined extensor, flexor and major nerve injuries that were treated in the center were enrolled. There was not any deep radial nerve injury in the series.

All patients were admitted to the clinic in acute phase and operated immediately. I revisited patients from 6 to 18 months (mean 12.4 months). One female patient (0.5%) used her hand at the postoperative 3rd day and was admitted to the clinic with tendon rupture. Reoperation was offered but it was not accepted by the patient. Poor flexion was detected in 15 (8.5%) smoker male patients. Ten of them had combined flexor tendon and major nerve injuries and five of them were not able to join the physiotherapy program because of their residences. Any other complications were not seen in the patients. All of them healed with good to excellent results (Figures 5-7).

**DISCUSSION**

According to the clinical experiences, I confirmed primary tendon repair as quick as possible. Each passing day can cause proximal tendon swelling, tendon contraction and muscle fibrosis that prevents primary repair. If wound is contaminated or a tendon defect is detected, secondary repair could be performed at the injury site. In the present study, all patients were operated immediately after the injury.

Tendon exposure may be done with Brunner’s zig-zag approach as in the clinic or midlateral incision. I preferred zig-zag incision because it allows a comprehensive exposure on both tendons and neurovascular bundles in the fingers. Moreover, this technique did not cause any skin contracture in the patients. I did not have a tendon retriever, so I pulled the tendon with an atraumatic clamp. If I was not able to find the proximal end of the tendon with this technique, I advocated retrieval of the proximal part with a canule passing through the tunnel.

Several techniques have been tried for a
strong tendon healing. Wu et al. discussed these methods and supported multistrand repairs more than double-strand repair. The Savage six-strand repair may give 81% good or excellent results. However, this complex technique has not become popular in the practice. Eight-strand repair has also been compared with Savage, two-strand Kessler and Tajima techniques and was found to have superior strength.

I used two-strand asymmetrical modified Kessler repair with no gapping at the repair site. I think that more strand may cause foreign material reaction at the repair site and delay tendon healing. Moreover, some studies supported the hypothesis that two-strand repairs and early active mobilization could achieve good results with low rupture rates. Geometry of the sutures are also important for ideal repair. I preferred to place the core suture asymmetrically to the tendon ends. I agree that asymmetric

Figs. 5. a: A 27 years old male patient with multiple extensor tendon injury at the level of Forearm. b: is intraoperative. c and d: are postoperative 12 months view of the scar. Full extension of the fingers could be seen in these figures.

Figs. 6. a: A 37 years old male patient with both flexor and extensor tendon and superficial radial nerve injuries. b and c: are postoperative 14 months views, full extension could be seen in these figures.
Tendons that are equal or thinner than 4 mm were repaired with 4/0 propylene, thicker than 4 mm ones are repaired with 3/0 propylene suture. Epitendinous sutures also support the repair zone when placed asymmetrically. After the tendon repair, I tested the finger’s passive range of motion, especially in flexor tendon injuries. If pulleys restricted the flexion, they could be partially released by Z-plasty. Otherwise, they should always be protected.

Rehabilitation of tendons are one of the key elements of the perfect result. It has been shown that motion facilitated a reduction in inflammation, up-regulation of collagen synthesis, deposition of large-diameter fibrils, and alignment of collagen bundles. A total of fifteen articles between 1970 and 2009 were reviewed and it was found that rupture rates were lowest in combined therapy regimes (controlled passive motion and passive flexion, active extension Kleinert- Duran). However, best functional results were detected in early active mobilization or combined Kleinert and
Duran protocols.\textsuperscript{27}

I preferred different rehabilitation protocols according to the patient’s compliance to the rehabilitation program, type of injury and accompanying nerve injury. Physiotherapy could be started in the third day of the operation in injuries of both type of tendons. In flexor tendon injuries, early passive flexion and extension could be started and continued with active extension and passive flexion. At the day of 10, I offered active flexion and extension under the guidance of a physiotherapist.

Wrist and metacarpophalangeal extension could be added to this regimen at the day of 15. If tendon injury includes major nerve injury, I could delay active wrist extension at the day of 20. However, I advocated to start nerve stimulation at the 3rd day. If the patient was conscious, these processes could be taken 3 to 5 days forward. Splint could be taken at the end of the first month. In extensor tendon injuries, early passive extension could be started at the 3rd day and could be replaced with active extension at the day of 7.

Interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal joint flexion was offered at the 20th day. At the end of one month splint could be taken from the patient. The Manchester short splint could be used for active range of motion exercises but the patients that were not able to use it cautiously. Therefore, I decided to return the classical rehabilitation method. Despite a wide variety of researches about tendon injuries, there are still several complications that can occur after tendon repair such as adhesion formation, rupture and stiffness of the joints.\textsuperscript{11}

Tendon rupture is an unfortunate complication following surgery, as it requires secondary repair. It usually occurs in 3-9% of cases.\textsuperscript{28} In the data, tendon rupture rate was lower, only in one patient (0.5%) who did not obey the rehabilitation rules. Avoidance from adhesions (20% in literature) was not easy, but tenolysis is still an excellent salvage way to release the tendon.\textsuperscript{29} Moreover, some biological methods were experienced for the treatment of adhesions; including 5-fluorouracil,\textsuperscript{30} but they are still under investigation.

Fifteen patients (8.5%) were admitted to the clinic with poor flexion range of motions. Joint stiffness were detected in five of them who did not follow the rehabilitation program and the others had accompanying major nerve injury. Extensor tendons healed uneventfully. I think that the promising results received their powers from early, asymmetrical tendon repair and early rehabilitation. Although there are several studies about tendon surgery that provide advancements in tendon repair, and there is still a defect in treatment modalities. Further comprehensive studies about tendon surgery and rehabilitation are needed to be done in the future.
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